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why now

Litmus: rapid emergence of pro E-Leagues into E-Sports. Teams $100M+ in 
formative years! Why not beyond video games... into all mainstream genres? 
Geo-Championships: music, skills, sports, comedy... 

Era of TikTok challenges, the serious business of fun & games, rooted from 
‘karaoke & dancing’ challenges… web evolution of amateur competitions… just 
fun & games until the prizes shoot up. That’s our expertise!
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World Talent Games shapes the bottom-up collaborative economy via commercialization of pop 
genres in World Talent League. We are in the business of premium content via online competitions. 
Let’s start with the forest from the woods + why B2B for B2C * P2P is the next big thing.

ESports for TikTok = Olympics for Talent
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The Business of World-leading Content Production x Premium Commercial Distribution 



Traditional 1.0 Entertainment Industry facing immense pressure from rising digital medium, compounded by digital-first 
generations, against C-19 challenges that pinned their operations. Trend: naturally declining medium, slippery slope.

Will talent industry executives implode their rusting ships by learning from Blockbuster and Yellow Pages… or is it going 
to be ‘entrepreneurs VS employees’ that shape the future? Them included as entrepreneurs, why would they work as employees?

Web 2.0 Model facing growing negative global sentiments for lack of human-centric fundamentals in unsanctioned global 
technopoly experiments. Litmus: cracks in Web 2.0 foundations, massive weaknesses exposed, more storms coming.

Global Consumers: beside cable-cutting, consumers are now also web-cutting. Honeymoon over, novelty into fatigue, blind love 
into its inverse emotions as facts emerge. Needs for QA/QC content systems from the nucleus, not whack-a-mole perimeter.

Commercial Dilemma: Brands caught between declining TV/Print/Radio mediums (rooted in Quality) and uprising, but overly 
chaotic & sensitively charged, Web Medium (rooted in quantity via data dealers in black-box algorithmic casinos). 

Timely & Massive Global Opportunity: ‘TV-done-Online’. The best of both mediums via ‘new & improved’. That’s why World 
Talent League (decentralized bottom-up global UGC studio) & World Talent Games (top-down premium quality broadcasting 
network) are so important. Now that Brands accept that web is THE Medium, we can top-down brands + bottom-up participants.

Industry-sized Problems
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Virtualize Talent Industry as a digital-first configuration (alternative to physical model)  to harness 24/7 global IT 
infrastructure. We are 3 years into TalentOS™ technology, a proprietary competition engine to drive multiple revenue 
streams via talent industry induction product lines such as ‘online talent shows’, ‘virtual auditions’, ‘web reality series’… 
digitized services from overly complex brick & mortar, simplified into critical components of a digital-first business model.

Use the engine to drive multiple revenue destinations via product vehicles. World Talent League™ harnesses UGC (user 
generated content) to produce OCP (original content production). It’s the ‘hardware + manufacturing logic’ and market 
interfacing platform (durable brand) for value props to youth market participants, most notably Brands via SaaS and 
B2B that produces B2C with P2P network effects. WTL is a digital-first league, not only in access nodes, but the 
fundamental ownership of 81K global WTL teams. These turn-key revenue sharing business units, are meaningfully vs 
artificially scarce ‘physical commodities’ turned free market ‘virtual currencies’ subject to free market inflationary effects.

The exclusive roads & highways for the vehicle lines… World Talent Games™ is the co-production & co-promotion 
agency that produces + markets commercial projects and ‘genre-market-term’ exclusive partner campaigns. Projects 
scale from local to regional to national to global… via World Federation of Talent™ a governing body that 
crowdsources best interests of active market participants, via evolution of Amateur, Pro & AllStar divisions, R&R, QA/QC 
protocols, age clusters, achievement levels, digital trophies, virtual medals, global championship belts + ‘WTL online 
career’ revenue earnings... effectively turning mainstream consumer interests into contextualized performance genres, 
news… into World Fantasy League™ + extensions of high-stakes immersive ent. eco-system via virtualized industries.

Clean Slate Solutions (the longest slide, but if this was easy…)
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effects  -  Global Youth Wants Immersive Entertainment!  -  B2C * P2P

causes  -  Brands Need Quality Association x Brand Protection!  -  B2B & SaaS

interactive STAR WARS 
online saga for next generations…

...If the content is king 
the CONTEXT IS CROWN.

Democratized: ‘Online Star Search’, World’s Idol...
‘social consensus’ VS ‘executive opinion’

‘web reality series’… TV-done-Online

Digital Olympics into The Prize is Right
virtual medals * instant prizes

world-class skills VS random luck



The Business of 
Virtual Arenas

any geo’s * any genres * tailored demographics… any time
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World Talent Games is Where Amazing Plays™.

Physical Arenas = prime time marketing real estate. 

Virtual Arenas = big ticket events, on online screens!

Turn-key revenue streams, licensing & profit sharing.

Reallocation of $$$’s from physical fixtures to digital modules.



Demos: https://worldtalentgames.com/brands/ 

Slide. Score. Stats. 

Input. Processing. Output.

Binary into gradient voting in a swipe

How much do you like something… 1-100?

Matchmaking systems in quality environment

Nuances, ranges, levels to contextualize needs & wants

All big things start as toys. Opportunity to evolve with next gen...  
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Organic
Growth

TU1
promotions

BRAND
partners

SKATER
contestants

AUDIENCE
participants

JUDGES
expert panel

NETWORKS
media & PR

6 Participant Loops

120+ micro loops
x major networks

BRANDS
x 5+

TALENT
x 100+

AUDIENCE
x K=224

JUDGES
x 5

MEDIA
x channels

PRODUCERS
x 2Growth Loop: Start our Engine

Term-exclusive genres & markets

No competition + not skipped over

100% Guaranteed (pay for play, pre-agreed)

‘Invest into People’ VS ‘Spend on Ads’

Direct-2-Consumer perks + reels

Repeat Partners... pilots into series

Online Talent Competitions

Prizes + Achievements 

World Idol/Talent ‘Online VS TV’ National Idol/GT 

New ‘Online Jury’ VS Old ‘Executive Judges’

Real-time interactive global audience

Can’t skip live environment

Premium Quality: Content * Context

24/7 drama via leaderboards & timers

High stakes: high-frequency check-ins

Audience voting accuracy (prizes)
Next Page Example: Talent pulling Massive Audience

Top 10 via Quality Stages & Filters

Icons molding phenoms (rxn videos)

Construct. learning * entertainment

TV-done-Online via Virtual Arenas

Extreme Outliers (= news), underdogs to superheroes

GA HQ Uplifting Content x Meaningful Context

Nuclear PR... built for chain reactions, hi-energy entertainment

Forging Global Media Partnerships

Mainstream Distribution (Branding)

Let’s do it, again… but BIGGER!

Value = 
what brands want

what they don’t want
= Pay4ROI%



Subscribe to Vote  | Audience Conversion Example
high-frequency network effects (rapid & massive global LTV)
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1. Influencer invited into a 
prized contest (YT, IG, TTok…)

2. Talent registers in less than 
30-seconds

3. Submits top content in less 
than 1 minute

4. Promotes themselves (& us) 
on all their platforms

5. Audience registers to vote & 
shares organically

Example of Top Results: 

1 influencer = 3.2K subs in 3 weeks! 

Average  = 224 new subs / contestant

Tap for 

Surprise!
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Key R&D 
Stats

●2 SaaS projects, $35K Revenue, 2 x 1-mo campaigns
●25% profit margin in go-to-market stages, pilots
●9 progressive internal market tests (MVP capacity)
●Contestant to Subscriber Ratio = 224 (conversion)
●At scale, 1M youth contestants = 224M Audience
●TikTok comparable valuation at $120B+

●Critical mass via 363 artists into 62M audience
●120,000+ direct email subscribers… ambassadors
●Raised $1.3M since 2016, $680K Fndrs + $630K Seed
●Brand extensions based on increasing MVP capacities
●$600K drip via TU1 Global Skateboarding Partnership
●Assigned 456 WTL Licenses, Avg $53K, WTL cap: $24M
●Steering $5.5M Series A + Brand Projects (Pilots into Series)



MULTI-REVENUE VIA INTEROPERATING DIVISIONS
timing * execution = bottom-up virtualized talent industry up for grabs 

WorldTalentGames.com

TalentOS™ |  foundational technology suite for integrating fragmented talent industry as a global digital ecosystem...

StarBeat™ |  MVP evolution of product lines: online talent shows, world talent mag, influencer directories...

World Talent League™ |  458 / 81,000 cities (0.5% licensed Teams), present market cap: $24M...

World Talent Games™ |  ‘Online Olympics’ for ALL pop genres in a 24/7 world...

World Federation of Talent™ |  global industry governance...
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$1.3M Raised for MVP + R&D $5.5M Series A to capitalize on C-19 (digital $$$’s reallocation) into WTL & WTG ecosystem
we are here
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Market Potential Standardized World Talent League in
Unified World Talent Games
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We have invested $1.3M since 
2016 into MVP product lines 
with an MVP Team of highly 
experienced founders & seed 
stage investors. Next level: 
Pro Investment Partnerships.
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100+ Years of Specialized Experience
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Projections
WTL Teams Licensing

3%

Sponsorships & Ads
53%

SaaS
1%

Tournaments
3%

Marketplace
3%

Agency 
3%

WTL Global Penetration 
81,000 Cities  Teams                      0.4%

300                       1.2%              
1,000                       

3.7%              
3,000                       

11%              
9,000                       

33%              
27,000                       
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Expansion x Acceleration



WorldTalentGames.com

Thank You!
Alan Hus, CEO & Founding Partner

1.604.880.0975  |  alan@worldtalentgames.com  

Talent Games Inc.  |  500 - 666 Burrard Street 

Vancouver, BC Canada V6C 3P6

It’s easier to create the future than to predict it.

World Talent Games in World Talent League...

“Unify World Talent”.  

Let’s steer the global business of talent discovery, 

management and promotion as industry leaders 

and exceptional partners.

B2B: WorldTalentGames.com (Decks, Docs, Demos)

B2C MVP: StarBeat.tv World Talent Magazine (ESPN for Talent)

Seed WTL Team Allocations: WorldTalentLeague.com

Industry Research: https://flipboard.com/@alanhus/industry-timing-t82r1ps1y

Social: @StarBeatTalent #StarBeatTalent

talentOS™


